**Why study Russian abroad?**

To compete in an ever-globalizing, competitive job market, no college education is complete without the skills and experiences that studying abroad can offer. International education and experiences bring academic variety and challenges, personal growth, and professional and networking opportunities to the table.

“Russia is an enigma. You never understand what that means until you live there. The people, the culture, the past, and the present all blend together to make an atmosphere that is as magical as it is confounding. Studying Russian language in one of the most beautiful cities in the world, St. Petersburg, while having the chance to travel to Siberia to experience the real Russia, gave me a deeper understanding of who I am and what I want to do with my life. Studying abroad affords you amazing opportunities. I would not be who I am today without Russia. And I plan on returning.”

- Alex Garofolo, TU ’18

**Getting started:**

1. Explore programs at global.utulsa.edu
2. Attend a Study Abroad 101 Session (times and locations at global.utulsa.edu)
3. Visit with a Peer Advisor in Hardesty Hall if you have any questions
4. Start applying to both the CGE and Host Program

** Semester Russian Programs**

- CIEE St. Petersburg, Russia
- CIEE Moscow, Russia
- American Councils RASP Program, Russia

**Summer Russian Programs**

- CIEE Moscow
- CIEE St. Petersburg